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Abstract

This work focuses on the constitutive modelling of damage development in particle strengthened materi-
als in the presence of hydrogen. We apply the model to an area at the interface of a dissimilar weld of
8630 steel/IN625 nickel alloy which is known as the ’featureless region’. This region contains an array of
M7C3 carbides each measuring about 40nm. Cleavage-like fracture has been observed only in the presence
of hydrogen and it is attributed to a combination of two types of hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms:
hydrogen-induced decohesion (HID) along the M7C3-matrix interface of and a ductile-type fracture (Hydro-
gen Enhanced Local Plasticity, HELP). Modelling the constitutive behaviour of this region at a continuum
level is not appropriate as the major role in the material response is the interaction of the carbide particles
with dislocations which is captured at the mesoscopic level. Here we propose a constitutive model of the
”featureless zone” that accurately represents the effect of hydrogen on the constitutive response of the M7C3

region at the mesoscopic scale. Hydrogen enhances the evolution of dislocations around the M7C3 carbides,
therefore the stress locally increases affecting the interfacial strength. The result is that, in the region of
high hydrogen concentration, the material exhibits softening.

Keywords: Hydrogen embtittement, mesoscopic model, particle strengthened materials, damage evolution,
hydrogen diffusion.

Nomenclature

α1 dimensionless constant

α2 dimensionless constant

α3 dimensionless constant

µm Shear modulus of the matrix.

σH0 Initial yield strength of the matrix in the presence of hydrogen.

σc Cohesive strength in presence of hydrogen.

σ0
c Cohesive strength in absence of hydrogen.

σY Yield strength of the matrix.

σLoy Yield stress due to the prismatic loops.

σporey Yield stress due to the pores.
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σpy Yield stress due to the particles.

Cd Hydrogen concentration at dislocations

CL Hydrogen concentration at lattice site

CT Taylor factor

CtrapT Hydrogen concentration at traps

fp Volumetric fraction of particles.

nf Fraction of failed interfaces.

rp radius of carbides

1. Introduction

In this paper we develop a constitutive model for damage development in particle strengthened materials
in the presence of hydrogen. In order to provide a physical context we consider the behaviour of dissimilar
metal welds material, employed extensively within the offshore oil and gas industries, whose microstructure
is highly affected by the presence of carbides-particles. In particular we refer to the region of the interface
between a nickel alloy (such as Alloy 625) and a ferritic steel (such as 8630) identified as a ’featureless’
region, see Fig. 1a. The microstructure of the featureless region which is about 20µm wide, contains a
distribution of fine M7C3 carbides of elliptical shapes with a major axis measuring 40nm shown in Fig. 1b.
The featureless region can be viewed as a particle strengthened material constituted by a Nickel-based ma-
trix strengthened by the presence of fine carbides. In the presence of hydrogen, this region clearly exhibits
a high density of dislocation structures [6] which is in line with hydrogen enhancing dislocation mobility
(HELP) as observed experimentally in high strength steels by Robertson [11]. Dislocation structures then
form around M7C3 carbides which experience an increased state of stress. When the stress experienced by
the particles exceeds a critical threshold microcracks will form. Damage of this type develops in a number
of particle strengthened composite materials.
Despite the fact that we were unable to observe the formation of microcracks at the interface between the
carbides and the matrix in the featureless region, it is generally accepted that hydrogen lowers the cohesive
strength of the carbide/matrix interface promoting a decohesion mechanism (HID, Hydrogen Induced De-
cohesion) [32]. The morphology of the fracture occurs only in the presence of hydrogen and it is attributed
to two types of hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms: hydrogen-induced decohesion (HID) along the M7C3

interface followed by a ductile-type fracture (Hydrogen Enhanced Local Plasticity). These observations
suggest that cracks nucleate at the interface of the M7C3 particles due to the high stresses generated locally.
Cracks then grow and link with each other through localised, intense, plastic deformation [10].
This phenomenon was previously modeled at a continuum scale by using a cohesive zone modelling type of
approach [9]. The model has been initially applied to a single-carbide system. Recently we were able to
generate results considering the real microstructure seen in Fig. 1b [10] and [33]. The macroscopic hydrogen
diffusion coupled with mechanics has been discussed in [31]. Despite continuum-based models being able to
capture some of the essential features, the constitutive behaviour of the carbide-rich area is better described
at a mesoscopic level in which the interaction of the particles with dislocation structures developed around
the carbides plays the primary role. Moreover, hydrogen atoms move between normal interstitial lattice site
(NILS) and trapping sites (dislocations and interfaces), modifying significantly the microstructure. In this
case, hydrogen at dislocations affects the evolution of the dislocation structures around the carbides which
then reduces the strength of the M7C3 /matrix interface.
In the model, we consider two types of hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms: (a) hydrogen-induced deco-
hesion (HID) along the M7C3 - matrix interface, i.e hydrogen lowers the cohesive strength of the interface;
(b) Hydrogen Enhanced Local Plasticity, i.e. hydrogen promotes the development of dislocation structures
at the M7C3 carbides. As a consequence the carbides experience a higher level of stress. The net result of
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Figure 1: (a) An SEM backscatter image showing the featureless zone within an 8630-625 dissimilar weld [5]. (b) Trasmission
Electron Microscopy of the carbide-rich region [12]
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(a) and (b) is that, in the regions where the concentration of hydrogen is low or absent, the particle matrix
interface is intact and the material experience hardening (prismatic dislocation loops that contribute to
forrest hardening are punched out from the surface of the particles). In the region where the concentration
of hydrogen is significant the material softens as a result of the debonding process at the interface. The
model presented here is able to describe hardening and softening in relation to hydrogen diffusion phenomena.

2. A mesoscopic approach to model the M7C3 region

Here we propose a model that is capable of reproducing the response of the carbide-rich region in
Fig. 1b in the presence of hydrogen. In particular we are interested in developing a mesoscopic model of a
representative volume element much larger than the carbide spacing. The particles can either (a) strengthen
the material if the interface is intact or (b) weaken the material if the interface fails, the carbides detach
from the matrix and are effectively replaced by pores. Particle/matrix failure is dictated by the hydrogen
concentration in the bulk that is in equilibrium with the concentration in the traps (carbide-matrix interfaces,
grain boundaries and dislocations) and the plastic strain.
Following the physical evidence highlighted in Sec.1, we consider that the plastic behaviour of the carbide
rich region is controlled by dislocation glide through a field of dispersed obstacles of M7C3 carbides and
forest dislocations. The scale of the carbides is such that (1) they interact with discrete dislocations and (2)
dislocation structures evolve around the particles. The hydrogen effect in (1) and (2) is extremely important
to understand the fracture process in the featureless region. The influence of hydrogen on (1) and (2)
affects the plastic properties of the materials, summarized as HELP, where hydrogen facilitates dislocation
movement. As a consequence, dislocations pile up at the carbides increasing the stress locally. Moreover (3)
the cohesive strength of the carbide/matrix interface degrades with hydrogen content, promoting debonding
of the interface. Those failed carbides essentially create micropores. (1), (2) and (3) determine the onset of
the softening response.
In [9] the authors discussed the macroscopic response of a volume element containing a single carbide where
the cohesive strength of the interface is a function of the hydrogen concentration. The material response
lies between that of a body containing a particle with an intact interface and a body containing a pore
(interface fails). Initially, the interface is intact, as the material deforms, the stress at the interface increases
due to strain hardening of the matrix and the local interaction with punched out dislocations. At the same
time the cohesive strength of the interface degrades as a result of the increase in hydrogen concentration.
When the stress at the interface reaches the cohesive strength, cracks form and gradually propagate around
the interface. The macroscopic response evolves towards that of a porous material. During the debonding
process the strengthening due to the carbides is lost. However, the pores created impede dislocation motion
and contribute to the yield strength of the matrix, albeit at a lower level than provided by the particles they
replace. The debonding of the interface also reduces the rate of hardening in the matrix and the net effect
is the softening of the material as observed at a continuum scale [10].

2.1. The effect of hydrogen and plastic strain on the yield strength of the ”featureless region”

The Orowan bowing stress governs the initial yield strength of a material strengthened by the presence
of particles ( [13]). When the material is subjected to plastic deformation, Orowan loops are firstly created
around the particles. After one or two loops are formed, punching out of vacancy and interstitial prismatic
loops from the particles [13] accommodate the bypass process. The number of prismatic loops N increases
proportionally with plastic strain. The material experiences strain hardening when these loops collide with
gliding dislocations on other slip planes. We can describe the Orowan bowing stress as [7]:

σpy = CTα1(Cd)µb/Lp (1)

where CT is the Taylor factor (approximately equal to 3), µ is the shear modulus, b is the Burger’s vector
and Lp = L− 2rp is the spacing between two carbides. L is the separation of pinning centres and rp is the
radius of a carbide particle. If the material contains a volume fraction of randomly arranged carbides fp,
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the mean spacing is L = 2rpf
− 1

2
p . It is possible to express Eq. 1 as follows:

σpy =
CTα1(Cd)µb

2rp

(
f
− 1

2
p − 1

) (2)

Based on the fracture surfaces of hydrogen embrittled steels, Beachem [34] suggested that hydrogen pro-
motes unlocking of dislocations. To explain the effect of hydrogen on dislocation mobility Birnbaum and
Sofronis [35] proposed a mechanism in which hydrogen formed an atmosphere around dislocations and other
elastic stress centres. The redistribution of the hydrogen atmosphere as the stress fields merge effectively
shields the dislocations, reducing the interaction energy between the dislocation and the obstacles. The
effect of hydrogen is essentially to reduce the applied stress necessary to move an edge dislocation with a
hydrogen atmosphere through a field of elastic obstacles. In the present model the presence of hydrogen
results in a reduction of dislocation energy i.e. it is easier for a dislocation to bypass the carbides. This
results in a reduction of the Orowan bowing stress that we model by considering that α1(Cd) in eq. 2 is a
parameter which decreases with increasing concentration of hydrogen at the dislocations Cd:

α1(Cd) = α1[Cd(ξ − 1) + 1] (3)

α1 is a dimensionless constant and ξ = 0.1 is a softening parameter.

During the deformation process an increasingly dense array of forest dislocations accumulate to accom-
modate the gradients of deformation. Forest dislocations contribute to obstruct the motion of other moving
dislocations resulting in hardening of the material. The total dislocation density is the sum of the geometric
necessary dislocation ρG and statistical dislocation ρS . ρS is a characteristic of the material related to its
crystal structure, shear modulus, stacking-fault energy etc. ρG is a characteristic of the microstructure i.e.
geometric arrangement and size of grains and phases. The two populations of dislocation may interact in
such a way that ρG influences ρS but we neglect this phenomenon here. The flow stress depends on the
total dislocation density ρ = ρS + ρG. However the increase of the geometrically necessary dislocations ρG

dominates the development of the dislocation structure at small strain, hence in the following we neglect any
changes in ρS . The primary source of geometrically necessary dislocation in particle strengthen materials is
the prismatic loops punched out from the particles as the material deforms plastically [13], [30]. Consider
a body that contains a random array of precipitate particles. Now consider a family of parallel slip planes.
The number of particles per unit area of these planes is

fp
πr2p

. If dislocations sweep out an area dA on these

slip planes in unit volume of material, the body experiences an increment of plastic strain:

dγp = bdA (4)

In the process dA
fp
πr2p

particles are bypassed by Orowan bowing, with 4 prismatic loops of radius rp punched

out at each particle. These geometrically necessary dislocation contribute to the overall increase in disloca-
tion density and to forest hardening:

dρ = dρG =
8fp
rp
dA (5)

Eqns. 4 and 5 can be combined to give a relationship between dγp and dρ. In practice slip will occur on
multiple slip systems in different grains of a poli-crystal. For this reason we employ a macroscopic measure
of effective strain εp and motivated by Eqns. 4 and 5:

dρ = ηdεp (6)

where η ∝ fp
brp

is a constant for a given material. The form of eq.6 is consistent with the general description

given by Gilman [15]. Here we treat η as a parameter to be determined by fitting experimental data. The
contribution to the yield stress due to the punching out of the dislocation loops from the particles during
the deformation process can be expressed as follows [14]:
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σLoy = CTα2(Cd)bµ
√
ρ = CTα2(Cd)bµ

√
ρ0 + γεp (7)

where α2(Cd) is a material parameter that depends on the hydrogen concentration in a similar manner to
eq. 3 and ρ0 is the initial dislocation density. The strengthening associated with dislocations that glide
through a field of dispersed obstacles, such as precipitates and forest dislocations, can be difficult to quan-
tify [16]. If none of the carbides fail, the total yield stress is expressed below [16]:

σy = [(σpy)q + (σLoy )q]1/q (8)

where q is an exponent between 1 and 2, depending on the details of the hardening processes. Over the
past two decades available evidence in the literature has suggested that q is generally closer to 2 for the
combination of hardening mechanisms considered here. Here we will consider q = 2. Eq. 8 is a function
of the concentration of hydrogen at dislocations and plastic strain as seen in Eq. 2 and Eq. 7 respectively.
The contribution to the total yield strength due to the presence of the particles, σpy , reduces with increasing

hydrogen content (Eq. 2), while the contribution due to the punching out of prismatic loops σLoy increases
with plastic strain, hence strongly affecting the hardening response.

2.2. Failure at carbide/matrix interface

It is clear that the the plastic strain and the evolution of the hydrogen concentration at dislocations play
important roles in determining the material response. The presence of hydrogen results in a weakening of the
carbide/matrix interface promoting debonding at the interface. On the other hand, the increase of plastic
strain εp causes an increase of dislocation structures around carbides which increases the stress normal to
the carbides. In the present model decohesion at the carbide/matrix interface occurs when the stress normal
to the carbides reaches a critical value σf . Following the hydrogen induced decohesion (HID) mechanism,
the strength at the interface σf decreases with increasing hydrogen content. To calculate the stress normal
to the carbides we consider that the dominant contribution to the stress at the particle comes from the
closest prismatic dislocation punched out from the particle [13]. If we assume that carbides are distributes
randomly and that the loops spread to the mid-point between particles, we can express the stress normal to
the particle in the form [9, 7]:

σ = α3(Cd)
1/2
p εp + σI (9)

where α3(Cd) is a parameter which decreases with increasing concentration of hydrogen as described in Eq. 3:

α3(Cd) = α3[Cd(ξ − 1) + 1] (10)

where α3 is a dimensionless constant. σI represents the maximum principal component of the applied stress.
The stress normal to the particles evaluated in Eq. 9 increases with increasing plastic strain during the de-
formation process. The interface will fail when the stress normal to the particle reaches a critical value σf .
The presence of hydrogen weakens the carbide/matrix interface hence σf decreases with increasing hydrogen
content.

σ = α3(Cd)µf
1/2
p εp + σI = σf (Cd) (11)

Eq. 11 shows that, at a given plastic strain , the interfaces that are exposed to a higher hydrogen concen-
tration will be more prone to failure.

Now let us assume that the carbides/matrix interfacial strengths Ψ has a distribution as shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 2. Ψdσf is the number fraction of interfaces with a strength in the range σf to σf + dσf . It
is important to note that when the stress in eq. 9 is infinite, all of the carbides have decohered from the
matrix. Therefore: ∫∞

0
Ψdσf = 1 (12)
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If the stress in eq. 9 equals σi we can write an expression for the fraction of failed interfaces [7]:

nf =
∫ σi

0
Ψdσf (13)

At those locations where the interface fails, the matrix debonds from a carbide and the carbide is effectively
replaced by a pore. The effect of the pores to the yield strength is expressed as below [7]:

σporey =
CTα2(Cd)µb

2rpf
− 1

2
pore

(14)

where α2 is a parameter which decreases with increasing concentration of hydrogen at dislocations as de-
scribed in Eq. 3 which is less than unity and fpore = nffp is the volume fraction of pores. When a fraction nf
of the interface fails, only (1− nf ) is effectively taking part to impeding the dislocations mobility, therefore
the input to the yield strength from Orowan bowing is decreased to [7]:

σpy =
CTα1(Cd)µb

2rp

(
f−

1
2 − 1

) (15)

where f = (1 − nf )fp. Moreover, in the process of interface weakening in the presence of hydrogen more
carbides detach from the interface, therefore fewer carry on generating dislocation loops which contribute
to increase hardening, i.e. σLoy in Eq. 7 decreases. σLoy (εp) expresses the contribution to the yield strength

when no carbide debonding occurs and σ̇y
Lo =

∂σLo
y

∂εp is the rate of strength from particles with intact inter-
faces. Prismatic loops then contribute to the yield strength as follows:

σLy =
∫ εp
0
σy L̇o (1− nf ) dεp (16)

The total yield strength of the material is then given by:

σy =
√

(σpy)2 + (σporey )2 + (σLy )2 (17)

2.3. Constitutive response of the carbide-rich area

As a consequence of loops being punched out from the precipitate and increasing the stress on the parti-
cles, the stress in the matrix that drives dislocation motion is reduced. We can capture this behaviour using
a kinematic hardening law:

g = σe(σij − αij)− σy = 0 (18)

where the yield stress σy = σy(εp, nf , Cd) is a function of plastic strain εp, the fraction of failed particles nf
and concentration of hydrogen trapped at the dislocations Cd. αij = (εp, nf ) is a second order tensor which
is a function of plastic strain and volume fraction of unfailed particles f = (1− nf )fp [18, 19, 30] that can
be expressed as follows:

αij = 2ηµfεpij = 2ηµ(1− nf )fpε
p
ij (19)

where η is an accommodation factor that has been tabulated for obstacles of different shape in [19]. The
relation in Eq. 18 is related to the work hardening due to internal stresses in the matrix of dispersion hard-
ened materials. In the case where a large fraction of carbides has failed the applied load will be essentially
carried by the matrix. The consistency condition states that during plastic deformation the stress must
remain on the yield surface. Therefore:

dg =
∂g

∂σij
dσij +

∂g

∂αij

∂αij
∂εpkl

dεpkl +
∂g

∂αij

∂αij
∂nf

dnf − dσy = 0 (20)
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Figure 2: Distribution of the strength of the carbide/matrix interface. [7].
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where:

∂g

∂σij
=

∂σe
∂(σij − αij)

∂(σij − αij)
∂σij

=
∂σe

∂(σij − αij)

∂g

∂αij
=

∂σe
∂(σij − αij)

∂(σij − αij)
∂αij

= − ∂σe
∂(σij − αij)

= − ∂g

∂σij

(21)

We assume associated flow, such that dεpij = λ
∂g

∂σij
= dεpe

∂g

∂σij
, where λ is the plastic multiplier. Substitut-

ing Eq. 21 into Eq. 20 we obtain:

dg =
∂g

∂σij
dσij −

∂g

∂σij

∂αij
∂εpkl

dεpe
∂g

∂σkl
− ∂g

∂σij

∂αij
∂nf

dnf − dσy = 0 (22)

Now considering that σy = σy(εpe, nf , Cd):

dσy =
∂σy
∂εpe

dεpe +
∂σy
∂nf

dnf +
∂σy
∂Cd

dCd (23)

Combining eq. 22 and eq. 23 we can write:

dεpe =

∂g

∂σij
dσij −

(
∂g

∂σij

∂αij
∂nf

+
∂σy
∂nf

)
dnf −

∂σy
∂Cd

dCd

∂σy
∂εpe

+
∂g

∂σij

∂αij
∂εpkl

∂g

∂σkl

(24)

With the individual components of strain given by:

dεpij =

∂g

∂σmn
dσmn −

(
∂g

∂σmn

∂αmn
∂nf

+
∂σy
∂nf

)
dnf −

∂σy
∂Cd

dCd

∂σy
∂εpe

+
∂g

∂σpq

∂αpq
∂εpkl

∂g

∂σkl

∂g

∂σij
(25)

In this section we have presented the constitutive equations as functions of the concentration of hydrogen
at the dislocations Cd which is determined locally by the diffusion of hydrogen within the bulk. In the next
section we present an appropriate diffusion model which considers the coupling of diffusion and inelastic
deformation.

3. Hydrogen diffusion equation and its effect on plasticity

Hydrogen diffuses easily through metals leading to embrittlement even at low concentration [32]. Atoms
of hydrogen are located at normal interstitial sites (NILS) or trapping sites: vacancies, defects, interfaces
dislocations. Transport phenomena of hydrogen are highly affected by trapping sites since the presence of
even weak traps can have a significant effect on the diffusivity. It is common to distinguish between two
populations of hydrogen: Hydrogen in the lattice (or in the bulk) which we denote as CL and hydrogen in
traps denoted by CtrapT . While the concentration of hydrogen in the bulk scales linearly with the fraction
of NILS sites, hydrogen concentration in traps has a non linear dependency on the fraction of the trap
population, hence models of hydrogen transport have been proposed which takes this into account.

One of the first theories on the mobility was given by McNabb and Foster [20] who introduced a
diffusion equation of hydrogen in an iron lattice including the effect of trapping sites through the addition of
sources and sinks terms. The theory was reformulated and simplified by Oriani [21] in which an important
assumption of local equilibrium between the two hydrogen populations (in the case of a low degree of trap
coverage) was introduced. The model of Oriani then formed the basis for modelling transport phenomena
of hydrogen coupled with large deformation and plasticity [22]. In [22] it was demonstrated that the
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concentration gradient, hydrostatic stress and the presence of trapping sites determines the diffusion process.
The assumption is that hydrogen atoms move through lattice sites and are trapped at interfaces (such as
particle/matrix) and defects/dislocations. During the deformation process, particle/matrix interfaces and
dislocations generated by plastic deformation evolve and influence the diffusion process. The transport
model proposed in [22] was then modified by Krom et al. [23] by including a factor depending on the strain
rate which allows for hydrogen concentration in lattice sites to decrease due to the filling of trap sites.
We use here the hydrogen diffusion equation given in [23]. We consider three types of traps: dislocations
, grain boundaries , carbide/matrix interfaces, identified by the symbols d, gb and c respectively. The
concentration in the traps CtrapT is related to the density of traps NT :

D

Deff

dCL
dt

=
−→
∇(D

−→
∇CL)−

−→
∇(DVH

3RT CL
−→
∇σh)− αdθdT

∂Nd
T

∂εp
∂εp

∂t
(26)

Oriani’s theory [21] provides a relationship between the diffusivity of the bulk, D, the effective diffusivity
of a material with a distribution of traps and the gradient of the concentration in the traps with respect to
the bulk concentration:

D

Deff
= 1 +

∑
trap

∂CtrapT

∂CL
(27)

VH is the partial volume of hydrogen in solid solution and σh the hydrostatic stress. The concentrations in
the bulk CL and the traps CtrapT are related to the number of sites occupied by the hydrogen atoms. The
concentration in the bulk CL is related to the number of lattice sites per unit volume NL:

CL = βθL NL (28)

where NL =
NAδ

Ar
atoms/m3, NA is Avogadro’s number=6.022 × 1023atoms/mol and β is the number of

interstitial sites per atom, θL =∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of trapping sites occupied by H atoms. δ is the density
of the metal which is 8.44 × 103kg/m3 at 293 K for Nickel. Ar is the atomic weight of atoms in the host
lattice which is 58.7 × 10−3kgmol−1 for Nickel. Hence NL = 8.46 × 1028atoms/m3. The concentration of
hydrogen in a given type of trap is given by:

CtrapT = θtrapT αtrapN trap
T (29)

where θtrapT is the trapping site occupancy i.e. θdT (dislocations), θgbT (grain boundaries), θcT (carbide-matrix).
The trapping site occupancy is always in equilibrium with the lattice site occupancy θL (Oriani’s theory):

θjT
1− θjT

=
θL

1− θL
exp(

W j
B

RT
) (30)

where the superscript j denotes any of (c, gb, d). αtrap denotes the number of sites per trap .
N trap
T indicates the trap density measured in number of traps per unit volume. The trap density can be

estimated when only dislocation cores are considered as trap sites [24]. In the trap model it is assumed that
only one trap per atomic plane is threaded by a dislocation, that traps are isolated, i.e. they do not form
an extended network, and transport between traps occurs by lattice diffusion. The dislocation trap density
is expressed as follows [24]:

Nd
T =

√
2ρ

a
(31)

where a is the lattice constant and ρ is the dislocation density as seen in Eq. 5.
The dislocation density varies from 1010m−2 in the annealed state to 1016m−2 in the cold-worked state.
More recent development on th influence of microstructural traps on hydrogen diffusion and embrittlement
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can be found here [36]. Hence NT varies between 5 × 1021m−3 to 5 × 1027m−3. As a result of Eq. 26 the
following quantities are evaluated:

CL: Concentration in the bulk.
Cd: Concentration at dislocations.
Cgb: Concentration at grain boundaries.
Cc: Concentration at carbide/matrix interface.
which are all functions of position and time.

4. Numerical results: 1D stress-diffusion problem

The mesoscopic model presented in Sec.2 describes the micromechanical behaviour observed in the fea-
tureless region of a dissimilar metal weld (Fig. 1b). The carbide-rich region in Fig. 1b is essentially a Nickel
alloy matrix containing M7C3 carbides that can either contribute to (a) hardening of the material if the
carbides do not decohere from the Ni-alloy matrix or (b) softening of the material if the particles fail and
effectively are substituted by pores. The process of failure of carbides is dictated by the hydrogen concentra-
tion in the bulk that is in equilibrium with the concentration in the traps (carbide-matrix interfaces, grain
boundaries and dislocations) and the plastic strain rate.

In order to illustrate the behaviour of the model, we consider the 1D coupled diffusion-displacement
rate control problem shown in Fig. 3. The diffusion equation (Eq. 26) is solved in terms of concentration
of hydrogen in the lattice CL and using Oriani’s theory we can evaluate the concentration of hydrogen at
the traps : (a) dislocations Cd, (b) grain boundaries Cgb and (c) carbide/matrix interfaces Cc. It proves
convenient to express the hydrogen concentration in terms of the occupancy, i.e. the number of hydrogen
atoms per unit volume normalized with respect to the maximum number of interstitial hydrogen atoms. The
occupancy for each type of site varies between 0− 1. We consider the situation where the lattice occupancy
θL is imposed at the boundary (left side of the bar) as shown in Fig. 3 and a no-flux boundary condition
at the other end of the bar. A displacement rate is also applied in the direction perpendicular to the bar
(Fig. 3), i.e. vertically.

We solve first the hydrogen diffusion equation (Eq. 26). The occupancy in the lattice θL is in equilibrium
with the occupancy of hydrogen at dislocations θdT . Cgb is a function of the trap density at the dislocations
Nd
T , which increases with increasing plastic strain as seen in Eq. 31, but θdT is independent of trap density

and is related to θL through Oriani’s relationship of Eq. 30. Since all the occupancies are related to each
other through Eq. 31, we can use any one of these to characterise and represent the hydrogen content within
the material. Here we choose θdT .

When solving Eq. 26 we use the parameters summarised in Table.1 [27]. The initial hydrogen concen-
tration at x=0 is CL = 1 × 1025atoms/m3 which correspond to a value of θL = 1.97 × 10−5. Fig. 4 shows
the hydrogen occupancy at dislocations θdT along the bar at different instants of time. If we consider the
distribution of hydrogen at dislocations in Fig. 4, it can be seen that (a) the hydrogen content increases
during the deformation process and with time and (b) the locations along the bar closer to the source (left
and side Fig. 3) are more affected by the hydrogen. Cd decreases as we move away from the source. We
consider 6 locations within the domain ranging from x = 0 to x = 1 as shown in Fig. 3: I at x = 0, II, III,
IV, V,VI at x = 1. Location I which is at x = 0 experiences the highest hydrogen content.

Once the occupancy θdT , and hence θcT , is known we can evaluate if the stress normal to the particles
exceeds the carbide/matrix interface critical stress σf (Eq. 11). σf decreases with increasing hydrogen
content θdT . Those locations along the bar closest to the source in Fig. 3 experience the higher hydrogen
content, hence the interface critical stress decreases more at these locations, resulting in a higher number
fraction of failed carbide/matrix interfaces. Here we assume that in the absence of hydrogen σf = 1GPa and
σf = 0.4GPa when the concentration of hydrogen reaches its maximum value in those locations closest to
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Number of trapping sites carbide-matrix interface αc = 9.09× 1012

Number of trapping sites grain boundaries αgb = 1
Number of trapping sites dislocations αd = 1
Carbide-matrix density N c

T = 5.5× 1011m−3

Grain boundary density Ngb
T = 10× 1023atoms/m3

Binding energy of dislocations W d
B = 18kJ/mol

Binding energy of grain boundaries W gb
B = 48kJ/mol

Binding energy of carbide-matrix interface W c
B = 72kJ/mol

Lattice site density NL = 8.46× 1028atoms/m3

Number of interstitial sites per atom β = 6
Metal density VM = 7.1110× 10−6m3/mol
Partial volume of hydrogen in solid solution VH = 2× 10−6m3/mol
Diffusivity of the bulk D = 1.5× 10−8m2/sec
Lattice parameter a = 2.88× 10−10m
Shear modulus µ = 76GPa
Dimensioneless constants α1 = 1, α2 = 0.3, α3 = 0.1

Table 1: Parameters used for solving the 1D stress-diffusion problem

Figure 3: 1D stress-diffusion problem. Locations I, II, III, IV, V, VI are considered when showing how the material behaviour
changes in space during the diffusion process.
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Figure 4: Hydrogen occupancy at dislocation at different instants of time.
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the source (left hand side of Fig. 3. The number fraction of failed interfaces nf is evaluated in Eq. 13 and is
function of plastic strain and hydrogen content θdT . The evolution of nf with plastic strain is shown in Fig. 5
at different locations along the bar where the interface experiences different values of σf . The evolution
of number fraction of failed particles nf is bounded between curves I and VI in Figure 5. The hydrogen
concentration is zero at x=1. Therefore curve VI corresponds to the situation where the interface failure
stress has a constant value σf = 1GPa. At this location the threshold value of plastic strain before any
carbide failure occurs is εp = 0.09 and nf = 0.22 at εp = 0.2 . At location I the traps are almost saturated
with hydrogen throughout the deformation process. The interface strength in this limit is σf = 0.4GPa.
Here the interface is at its lowest strength. In this case, the threshold value of plastic strain is reduced to
εp = 0.03 and the number fraction of failed particle at the end of the deformation process is nf = 0.68.
Based on the consideration above we can extrapolate an expression for nf = f(θdT , εp) along the bar as follows:

nf (θdT , εp) = [2(1 + θdT )(εp − (0.09− 0.06θdT ))] (32)

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the different contributions to the yield strength of the material evaluated
in Eq. 17 for a distribution of nf indicated by curve I in Figure 5. During the deformation process when a
fraction nf of the carbides detach from the matrix, 1 − nf remain to impede dislocations motion and the
Orowan bowing contribution σpy is reduced as seen in Eq. 15. Moreover, the more carbides debond the fewer

remain to generate dislocation loops for increasing hardening. Therefore σLoy decreases as stated in Eq. 16.
When carbides fail they are effectively replaced by pores that contribute to the yield strength, although at
a lower level.

The uniaxial material response described in Eq. 25 has been combined with the diffusion equation of
Eq. 26 to determine the interaction between the diffusion and plasticity models for a situation where a
non-uniform hydrogen concentration profile is developed in a component as shown in Fig. 3. Each location:
I, II, III, IV, V,VI in Fig. 7 exhibits a different behaviour. Location I which is at x = 0 experiences the
highest hydrogen content as seen in Fig. 4. The material hardens as a result of (a) the presence of the
particles and (b) increasing plastic strain as more prismatic loops are punched out from the surface of the
particles. Carbides then start to decohere from the matrix hence (a) fewer particles remain to obstruct the
motion of dislocations and (b) as more particles fail fewer remain to generate dislocation loops to contribute
to further hardening. The contributions of (a) and (b) to the softening response is most evident at location
I in Fig. 7 as it is the place with the highest hydrogen content and hence the weakest interfaces. Moving
away from the source, the number fraction of failed carbides nf decreases as seen in Fig. 5 as locations
II, III, IV, V, VI experience a lower concentration of hydrogen. The material behaviour then gradually
improves. The peak stress in Fig. 7 increases from 0.3GPa at location I to about 0.8GPa at location VI.
The plastic strain corresponding to the peak stress also increases from 10% to about 17%. The degree of
softening decreases due to the fact that the strength of the interface improves with increasing distance from
the hydrogen source.

Conclusions

This paper presents a mesoscopic constitutive model for a precipitate strengthen material. Simulations
are representative of an area containing fine carbides of an AISI8630/IN625 dissimilar weld in which cracks
propagate along the interface between the carbides and surrounding matrix. The model reproduces the effect
of hydrogen concentration on the constitutive response at the scale of the interaction between carbides and
discrete dislocations. These carbides are considered as (a) strengthening elements if the interface between
particles and matrix is intact or (b) weakening elements if the interface fails and the particles are effectively
are substituted by voids. The model is capable of reproducing the effects of hydrogen on the behaviour of
the carbide-rich area: (a) promoting the development of dislocation structures at the M7C3 carbides which
increases the stress on the particles; (b) reducing the strength of the carbide-matrix interface. Results of
the combination of (a) and (b) show that the regions where the concentration of hydrogen is low will harden
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Figure 5: Volumetric fraction of failed carbides nf as function of plastic strain for different values of critical stress of the
interface. Curve (VI) corresponds to σf = 1GPa, curve (I) corresponds to σf = 0.4GPa.
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as few particles fail and most interfaces remain intact. Locations where the hydrogen concentration is high
exhibit softening as a large number of particles fail.
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Figure 7: Uniaxial stress-strain response at different locations along x in Fig. 3 .
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